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Chateau Pesquié has long made a 100% Viognier that is 
delicious in its own right, but when some of  the estate’s more 
obscure varietals started to come of  age, Pesquié’s import 
partner convinced them to blend in a little Roussanne and 
Clairette. The resulting wine is rich, but not cloying and 
bright, but not too lean. reach for this when you want 
Chardonnay with no oak and a little attitude! This would be 
a great seafood-in-light-cream kind of  wine, but we also 
think it’s a contender for best fried chicken wine of  2017 (we 
like to call ‘em early). This is not a wine to forget about in 
your crawlspace. Drink it now!

We’ve been a fan of  Grenache since, like, forever… The 
bright fruit, lean-sexy body and spicy overtones offer about 
all we could ask for in a red wine. Throw in some Syrah to 
add rich, dark undertones and we have a perfect Tuesday 
night red! The Grenache in this 60/40 blend gets mostly 
stainless tank treatment with just a touch of  oak vat, while 
the Syrah is raised in neutral (this means used for several 
years) oak barrels. Drink this wine with anything you would 
have for dinner on a school night and drink it soon. The 
2013 vintage was a good one, and a little age suits this wine, 
but it is in its prime and should not be cellared. Now-2018

Like your Châteauneu f -du-Pape w i thout the 
corresponding price tag? That was Paul Chaudière’s goal 
when he first made this wine in 1990. The Syrah based 
Quintessence has since become a benchmark of  the 
Ventoux region and delivers seamless, intense fruit with 
underlying garrigue (the Rhone’s famous flowery spice). 
The 40/60 new/used oak treatment accomplishes exactly 
what oak aging is supposed to, and gives the wine a 
complex richness without being noticed. This is an age 
worthy wine (the ’90 is still showing well). We would drink 
it with roasted meats, terrines or game stews now (it’s fruit 
forward and delicious as of  this writing) through 2024.           
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While we live to bring you new discoveries in the 
wine world, we also love to introduce Alaska to old 
favorites that, for whatever reason, have not made 
their way to the Frozen North. Why would a winery 
that consistently makes international best buy lists not 
be in Alaska? Well, there is a lot of  wine in the 
world and not enough Alaskans who drink it (tell 
your neighbors they need to drink more wine!). 

Chateau Pesquié has been on our radar for a 
while, but we’ve had a difficult time getting the 
importer to sell to Alaska. As is often the case with 
popular wines that get lots of  press, the bigger 
markets easily gobble up the supply and the smaller 
markets are left out completely. We would probably 
never have had the chance to bring you this wine if  
not for a chance dinner encounter on the other side 
of  the world.  

One of  our import partners (and good friend), 
Nick Sandbom, happened to be traveling through 
Spain last year and ended up at a dinner party, 
sitting next to the wife of  Eric Solomon (who is 
Pesquié’s import partner). Over several bottles of  
wine, Nick voiced interest in selling Eric’s wines in 
the Alaska market and his enthusiasm (Nick is also 
quite charming) secured a meeting in San Fransisco 
with a representative from Eric Solomon’s company. 
This eventually led to current vintage samples being 
flown to Alaska (we never buy without tasting… 
even with highly regarded wineries)… which 
eventually led to the wine you hopefully have in 
your glass right now… or will have in your glass 
later if  you're procrastinating at work by reading 
these notes. Anyhoo, this is fairly typical of  how 
business deals work in the wine industry. As with any 
business, at the end of  the day, it often comes down 
to who you know. Actually, now that we think about 
it, the dinner meeting may have been with Eric’s 
daughter… and it may have been brunch… oh well. 
Since when has truth made for a good story?  
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The Chaudiere Family has distanced itself  from conventional 
agriculture since they took over the winery in the early 1980’s. 
over the years, the family has moved through various stages of  
Lute Raisonée (a French term for reasonable, sustainable farming 
practices that combines organics with traditional farming 
methods) to eventually arrive at full organic certification. 
Organic viticulture means fertilizers are used in the vineyards, 
but are all certified organic and humus-based. Weeds are also 
handled without chemicals in organic viticulture and though a 
few hardcore-natural wineries choose not to weed at all, most 
do. At Château Pesquié, weed killing is carried out manually to 
keep disruptions to the ecosystem to a minimum. 

Even the winery at 
Pesquié was built 
w i t h t h e 
env i ronment in 
mind. The cellars 
are carved into the 
hillside. They are 
covered in a layer 
of  topsoil that has 
been planted with 

cover crops and provides good heat insulation. As the cellars 
are partially buried, the harvested grapes arrive on the roof  and 
fall into the vats by gravity. Furthermore, the buildings that do 
not have a vegetal cover support a significant photovoltaic 
installation (solar panels) which produce more energy than the 
estate consumes over all.

Mount Ventoux sits at the intersection of  the lower 
Rhone Valley, running north to south, and the coastal 
hills of  Provence, running east to west. The slopes of  
this mountain provide an ideal microclimate for 
viticulture with poor soils, outstanding levels of  sunshine 
and the ever-present Mistral wind which blows moisture 
from the vines. The elevation is also key. With an 
average elevation of  1300 ft, Château Pesquié’s 
vineyards enjoy cool nights and warm days. This allows 
their grapes too retain acids that lower elevation Côte-
du Rhone wines can only dream of.   

WHERE IN THE WORLD? NATURALLY DELICIOUS 
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